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INTRODUCTION

~ / >_ The use of area correlation in terminal guidance requires that
&~
‘ j  ~~ the system cross correlate a stored reference with the observed scene
j  ~~~ and have the capacity for handling variations in aspect angle, rotatiox~

C.
~
.) scale and intensity, This correlation must be made in real time at a

low false alarm rate.
/ w

Digital techniques can accomplish the preced ing requirements
~~~~ L.i__ but have several limiting characteristics. The number of resolution

elements that can be prc~essed is limited by the available core memory.

~~~ CI., Even with well—chosen algorithms , a large number of multiplications
and additions are required and these increase with the number of resol—r ution elements. — \For the hypothetical situation of cross—correlation
of a reference p4ttern having 100

4
X 100 resolution elements against a

scene with 200 X~200 elements, 10 multiplications and additions are
required for each\ possible location of the patterns. Because there
are 10 possible 1~ocations ,,with 100% overlap , 10° operations are re-
quired to perform a~~~ iiplete cross—correlation ; scale and orientation
compensations increase this number further . ‘~Parallel processing can
reduce the time required to perform this very large number of oper-
ations but requires increased complexity and cost.
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A recent study (1) has been performed to establish the hardware
requirements for using a digital correlation technique. It was con-
cluded in this study that approximately 500 integrated circuits (IC)
requiring 350 ~1 of power are required to cross—correlate two 128 X 128
pixel pictures using 16—bit arithmetic precision. It was also assumed
that eight reference maps would be carried in the processor. Six
correlations could be performed on the 128 X 128 reference and 128 X
128 input scene in 0.5 sec. it was assumed that some parallel pro-
cessing was used to obtain this speed.

Optical techniques can be used to perform cross-correlation and
have the following advantages. An optical processor has an inherently
large information capacity. A relatively modest optical system can

handle scenes having over 1O7 resolution elements. Such a system han-
dles two-dimensional data in a parallel and isotropic manner with a
response time dictated by the time it takes light to travel the length
of the processor, plus the time required for data input and output.
An increase in the number of required resolution elements does not
increase the response time or size of the optical system.

Optical data processing techniques can be divided into two general
categories, incoherent and coherent. Incoherent optical processing
operates on the intensity of the images to be correlated , that is, it
handles only positive functions. Coherent processing makes use of the
phase and amplitude of the images and can therefore handle complex
functions. A study has been performed that compares the two optical
processing techniques (2). This study demonstrated that typically a
larger output signal-to-noise ratio and a greater precision can be
obtained using coherent rather than incoherent processing.

Optical processing is only one of several analog techniques that
can be used to perform correlation. A comparison of these analog tech-
niques with digital processing has been made (3) and the results show
that optical processors now out perform digital systems in speed and
cost.

In all correlation systems, variations in the input scene when
compared to the on—b oard reference scene can cause a reduction or loss
of the correlation signal. The ability of a processor to handle vari-
ations in the input scene will determine if a particular correlation
technique is successful. The most co~mnon scene deviations are scale,
rotational orientation, intensity, aspect angle, and overlap. A
typical processor can handle errors of ±5% in scale. Larger errors can

______________ 
be handled by using additional reference images or by change in mag-

____________- nification of the input image. Variation in rotational orientation
can be reduced by providing attitude control to the missile. A typical
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*CHRISTENSEN , UPATNIEKS , and GUENTHER

optical processor can handle ±2° rotational errors although this is
a severe error for a digital system. Other compensation techniques
for rotational variations include using additional reference images
or rotating the input optically, electronically, or digitally. A
change of intensity or shading can be a serious problem for a nonco—
herent processor or a digital processor that matches scenes in real
space by an overlay process or by identification of key features. It
is not a problem for those systems that first obtain the Fourier trans-
form of the scene (such as a coherent processor) for they can bandpass
filter the spatial frequencies of the scene before correlation. A
small change in aspect angle is a distortion of the scene and can be
handled by a nonuniform magnification change across the scene area.
Large aspect angle changes require that additional reference scenes be
stored on board. Overlap of the input scene beyond the boundary of
the reference scene causes a reduction in the signal—to-noise ratio of
the correlation. This problem can be handled by making the reference
scene larger than the input scene.

It should be remembered when considering all of these errors that,
because of energy requirements, the missile should not be designed to
correct to a predetermined trajectory but should be designed to home
on the target from a point on the actual trajectory.

In the design of optical processors very little attention is paid
to the number of resolution elements in the input because this param-

- • 
eter does not affect the speed of the correlations. However, in the
design of digital systems the reduction of this parameter is a major
cons ideration. Thus , the digital and optical systems which have been
designed are not equivalent devices and cannot be directly compared .

A sensor on board a missile will typ ically provide a low reso-
lution scene for the terminal guidance system. A previous study (4)
has demonstrated that the use of low resolution imagery reduces the
sensitivity of the system to scale and rotation errors in the input
scene while still providing an adequate correlation signal (signal-
to—noise ratio greater than 15 dB). Additional, advantages are also
obtained by the use of low resolution imagery. The size of the opti-
cal elements required in the processor is reduced and the coherence
requirements on the light source for the coherent optical processor are
reduced, allowing laser diodes to be used.

In this paper, the design of a real time coherent optical pro-
cessor will be described that will operate using realistic, low resolu—
tion input imagery. The design incorporates a bank of reference images 

~~~~~~~ - . ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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to provide the capacity for handling variations in aspect , rotation ,
and scale. This bank is scanned in t ime so that it can be determined
which reference images are providing correlation signals.

THE ~ (PERIMENT AL SYSTEM

A coherent optical correlator operating at TV frame rates and
utilizing a liquid crystal optical modulator was constructed for these
experiments. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the system. Details of
its operation are given in a previous report (5).

‘V

.
~~~~~~~!~

1Ti]
Figure 1. Schematic of coherent optical filter.

CROSS CORRELAIION ~CPERIMENTS

A series of experiments was performed using aerial photographs to
demonstrate real time performance of the optical processor. Three
classes of scenes were chosen which are representative of potential
military targets. Photographs made in 1962 were used to record matched
filters. These photographs were cross correlated with photographs of
the same areas made in 1970. No attempt was made to optimize the filter
parameters for each input image although a K-ratio was chosen to record
spatial frequencies between approximately 0.5 and 4.0 £/nmi. Th is
yielded good correlation signal-to—noise ratios for input images of
urban and rural areas and structures such as airports and bridges.

Figure 2A is a photograph of a 1962 airport scene on the corre-
lator input monitor. Figure 2B is the output from the liquid crystal
modulator. The matched filter made from this input is shown in Fig-
ure 2C. The 0-50 scale corresponds to 1 nun . The matched filter was
illuminated with the reference beam to reconstruct the image of Fig-
ure 2D. The features on which the filter will correlate are readily
seen. The bandpass filtering property of the matched filter is apparent
from the edge enhancement in the reconstructed image.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  _ _ _ _ _ _
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Figure 2. (A) TV image of airport in 1962, (B) modulator
output; (C) matched filter made from this scene, and
(D) image reconstructed from filter.

A 1970 aerial photograph of the same scene was correlated with
the filter made from the 1962 photograph. Cross-correlation and track-
ing are demonstrated in Figure 3. Figure 3D is a triple exposure show-

fr~ 
ing the correlation spot for each of the three positions of TV input
image. The displacement from Figure 3A to Figure 3C corresponds to
680 m on the ground. An oscilloscope trace of a horizontal TV camera
scan line through the center correlation spot is shown in Figure 3E.
The noise in these traces is electronic noise from the TV camera. The
halfvidth at half height for the correlation peak represents approxi-
mately 15-m displacement in the scene. Similar results were obtained
for other classes of scenes.

~CPERIMENTS WITH RADAR IMAGERY

Tests were performed with imagery used in another terminal guid-
ance program. The purpose of these experiments was to ~etermine if thesimulated radar imagery would correlate with actual radar imagery and
to obtain performance data on which to base an improved correlator
design. The simulated radar imagery is shown in Figure 4A as it
appeared on the TV monitor input to the correlator. This photograph
shows an area estimated to be 5.2 km in diameter . Figure 4B shows the
image formed by the li quid crystal cell.  A matched f i l te r  (Figure 4C)

~~j .,1 •~~~~~~i:: .~~~~~~~~~~~ :T .~~~~ 
-
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Figure 3. (A , B , C) positions of 1970 airport image

corresponding to (D) peaks in correlation plane ,
(E) oscilloscope display of TV line scan through
the central cross-correlation peak.

was constructed for this image with a spatial frequency bandpass of
0.2 to 0.8 £/nuu, chosen to match the frequency content of the radar
imagery. The image reconstructed from the filter is shown in Fig-
ure 4C. Its low quality is due in part to problems of extraneous
scattered light and low light level.

An actual radar image that was not grossly distorted relative to
the simulated image could not be obtained . A scheduling problem pre-
vented the recording of hi gh quality images . The remaining tests were
performed with the original simulated radar image and therefore were
auto-correlations.
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Figure 4. (A) TV display of simulated radar image,
(B) modulator output image , (C) matched f i l ter , and
(D) image reconstructed from matched filter.

Figure 5k shows the correlation plane and Figure SB is a trace
through the center of the auto-correlation peak as detected by the TV
camera at the output of the correlator . The correlation is distinct
and well above noise level. The half-power width is 1/60 of the width
of the input image . It should be possible to estimate the center of
this peak to at least 1/5 of its width , thus g iving an estimated accu-
racy of 1/300 or 0.37. of image width. The correlation peak was also
detected and displayed with a photodiode array to confirm the feasi-
bility of using this detector array in a compact breadboard system.

The required filter alignment and input scale and rotational
alignment accuracies were determined by adjusting the system until 50%
decrease in the height of the correlation peak was observed. The tol-
erances measured are ±12 ~1m for lateral filter position, ±2° for image
or filter rotation and ±4~37, for image scale change.

A measurement was made of the light energy incident on the input
image and the energy in the correlation peak. Energy input over the
12.5-nun diameter image was 1.5 mW and the energy in the correlation

peak was 5 X lO”3~~W. No attempt was made to improve or optimize the
system efficiency.
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Figure 5. (A) dation plane and (B) oscilloscope displayof TV line
scan through the simulated radar image autocorrelation peak.

In a tactical correlator it would probably be necessary to gen-
erate the filter on a separate optical system and load it into the
correlator. A matched filter was recorded using one liquid crystal
modulator and the correlation was performed in the same system using a
different modulator. The correlation spot amplitude and signal-to—
noise ratio were the same as those measured using one modulator to
record the filter and to input the image to be correlated.

PROPOSED CORRELATOR C ONF IGURAIION AND PERFORMANC E EST IMAI ES

A. Image and Filter Format

Correlator configurations are dependent upon the input image
size and resolution. It will be assumed that this correlator is to
operate on low resolution images with relatively few pixels. As the
input data, the image will be assumed to consist of 128 X 128 or

1.64 X lO~ pixels and the reference image from which the matched filter

is made to consist of 256 x 256 or 6.55 x l0~ p ixels . Hav ing the ref-
erence larger than the input insures that the correlation peak amplitude
will not vary due to relative lateral displacement of the images.

For a reasonable balance between input image and its Fourier trans-
form size, an input image format of 22 pixels/mm which gives an image
size of 6 X 6 nun and a reference image twice as large will be chosen.
If the Fourier transform lens has a 200-mm focal length and laser diodes
are used as light sources with ?~. 820 run, the maximum diameter of the
Fourier transform is 3.6 nun for data and 7.2 nun for sampling frequency.
For a correlation peak displayed at a distance of 200 from the
Fourier transform plane, the minimum size of the correlation spot should
be approximately 200 ~m. The location of this spot should be within an
area 6 X 6 in size if the input image is to overlap the reference

-
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completely. A detector having a resolution of 100 pm should be suff i-
cient and the area covered need not exceed 6 X 6 nun. As a minimum,
100—pm detector resolution is needed to detect correlation peaks while
20—pm resolution would provide a much better estimate of the location
of the correlation peak, to approximately 1/5 the width of the corre-
lation peak.

Using a cathode ray tube (CRT) or an equivalent input device
(Figure 1), scale search can be performed by changing the CRT deflec-
tion amplifier gain to change the image size. By changing the hori-
zontal gain as a function of vertical position , small aspect ang le
changes or distortions can be searched .

B. Filter Multiplexing

Multip lexing can be performed by the use of several input
image illuminating beams and numerous parallel fil ters at the Fourier
transform plane. Figure 6 shows the basic arrangement . At the left
are several light sources which can be turned on either one at a time
or simultaneously. These sources might be laser diodes, for example.
Light from each source passes through the input image and forms a
Fourier transform that is separate from those of adjacent light sources.
A different matched filter can be located at each transform location.
The correlation from each source can be made to coincide at the output
plane or appear at separate locations. If they coincide, then one

- . detector can be used for all filters and the filters would be used in
time sequence. If the correlations appear at separate locations at the
output plane, then each correlation would have its own detector and the
correlations could be performed simultaneously; the latter arrangement
is faster but requires multiple detector arrays. All of the light from
each source is used to perform correlations with one filter. To keep
the complexity to a reasonable level, an array of up to 5 X S light
sources for a total of 25 parallel processors could be used.

Figure 6. Matched filter multiplexing with
multiple light sources.

___
_ _  -. ------- ~~~~~-, 
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Another method of multiplexing was described by Vander Lugt (8).
Numerous filters are superimposed at the same location in the Fourier
transform plane so that correlation peaks from each are located sepa-
rately at the output. This arrangement requires multiple detectors in
the output plane. The number of such superimpositions is limited by
space available at the output plane and by the fact that light is
equally divided between all correlations and thus decreases as
where N is the number of superimposed filters. Vander Lugt demonstrated
the use of nine superimposed filters which seems to be a realistic
maximum number.

Using both multiplexing techniques simultaneously, a total of
9 X 25 or 225 different filters could be recorded at the Fourier trans-
form plane. If the scale search for ten different image sizes for each
of the 225 filters is included, this correlator could perform a total
of 2250 different correlations. These 225 filters might include dif-
ferent images, angular orientations, or aspect angles.

C. Estimate of Correlation Time

An optical correlator takes a Fourier transform and performs
correlations almost instantaneously. The readout of data is limited
by the rate of scanning the output device and by the light energy used
in the processor to charge light detector cells. The time to load the
image into the processor is determined both by the scan rate of the
sensor or sensor display and by the response time of the light
modulator. -

Output Detector — As an example, a commercial 100 X 100 ele— p
ment detector array with elements spaced on 60—pm centers and a
6 X 6 mm active area will be considered. The usable range of sensi-

tivity extends from a minimum of 0.16 ergs/cm2 to a saturation expo-

sure of 8 ergs/cm
2
. The maximum scan rate of 10 MHz permits one com-

plete output plane scan in 1 msec. The power consumption for a detec-
tor array and its associated electronics is approximately 10 W.

Li&ht Sources - A 10-mW laser diode with output at 820 tim
and having 4 tim spectral bandwidth can be used in the correlator. A
typical diode has an emitter area of 2 X 13 pin and an overall package
diameter of 10 mm. Input power is less than 1 W. Its switching time
is less than 1 nsec and therefore can be considered instantaneous. Its
wavelength matches the peak response of the detector array. It is
estimated that approximately 107. of its output energy will enter the
correlator. 
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Correlator Input Devices - Several types of input devices
using liquid crystal or photoconductor-therrnoplastic materials could
be employed in an optical correlator. Because previously described
experiments were performed with the Hughes Aircraft noncoherent-to-
coherent image converter and complete specifications are available,
the computational estimates used here will be based on this device
using a CRT as the source of the image and a lens to image the CRT pic-
ture onto the image converter.

Correlation Time - In generation of the input image, it will
be assumed that the image data are collected and stored in a digital
memory and read onto a CRT which is imaged onto the liquid crystal cell.

Thus for a 128 X 128 point array there are 1.6 X l0~ points. These can
be scanned at a 1.6-MHz rate so that the image is read onto the CRT in
10 msec. Because the image converter response time is 15 insec and
turn—off time is 25 msec, it will be assumed that a usable image exists
during a lO-msec period from 20 to 30 msec after the start of the scan,
and that an additional 20 msec are needed for a complete image turn-
off. During thesa 10 msec , five sequential sets of correlations, each
with nine parallel correlations, can be performed for a total of 45
correlations. Thus , in 50 msec , 45 correlations can be performed at
an average rate of 900 correlations/sec .

The data arrangement for the correlator would depend upon factors
such as the angular search or scale search required, the storage of
multiple targets, and the total operating time for the correlator.
Table 1 s~.miinarizes the performance capability of the correlator for a
few examples of input and filter combinations.

TABLE 1. SUMMARY OF SPECIFICAIIONS FOR PROP OS ED OPTICAL CORRELATOR

Ref erence data format (filter .) 256 256 points
Inpu t image format (real tcn ,e( 128 128 po cii t s
Total n uzter of r e f e r e n c e  f i l t e r s  225
Mazenas number of scale  change s  10
F ilter format 25 sets of filters in  t ime  sequence ,

nine f i l t e r s  per set at a t ime
Cor re la t ion  t im e  2 msec per set
Image enter and erase ti n e 50 riser (includes 10 nsec coinp utatto n

t ilitC)
Cor re l a to r  power Co nsumpt iOn  2 H 

3Corre la tor  si,e 1500 cm (100 in . or 0.05 ft S
Cor re la to r  w e i g ht  5 kg (12 lb S

C~snputatio nal C a n a b i l t t v  or Half—Second Ported for Va rious Jata Ar ran cer ent s

New Image. Scale ln cr enencs ;,er Image Filters Sccessod C o rrelat i on s

I ~2 5  2 2 5
10 .5 .50

I IS 9 90
2 5 ?.5 .50

1 90 .50

~ 
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Since the laser diodes require 1 W of power and the liquid cr ystal
input device and detector array a fraction of a watt, the total power
consumption should be less than 2 W. This does not include the power
requirements of the CRT and computer components expected to be used
with the correlator . The charge-couple-device (CCD) addressed li quid
crystal modulator under development by Hughes could be used directly
in place of the incoherent-to—coherent image converter (9). With the

latter arrangement, the computer could be packaged into 1500-cm3

(O.05-ft
3) volume and would probably weigh less than 5 kg (11 lb).

A BRASSBOARD C ORR ELATOR

Figure 7 shows a proposed design for a correlator to demonstrate
the concepts discussed in the previous section. Current state—of—the-
art components are used. While the general arrangement is the same as
that discussed in the previous sections, this correlator has four
superimposed filters instead of nine. This change was considered nec-
essary to reduce complexity and to increase light level in each corre-
lation peak. The image input device is a Hughes Aircraft liquid cry-
stal TV disp lay having 4 pixel/mrs resolution. This low resolution
makes the input light modulator approximately 33 X 33 mm in size and
gives a very small Fourier transform. To increase its size, the
Fourier transform is magnified by lenses L

2 
and L

4 
by the ratio of

where f is the lens focal length. This provides a Fourier

transform focal length of 200 nun. The use of the combination L , L3
allows for the use of a small polarizing beaxnsplitter and reduces the
overall correlator size. The lens combination L

2 
and L

3 
also reduces

the image size to 6 X 6 nun to the right of lens L
2
. The preceding lens

focal lengths were chosen primarily to achieve a convenient scale and
do not represent the minimum possible (10).

The matched filter consists of an array of 5 X 5 filters each
occupying 7.2 X 7.2 nun of space. At each filter location, four dif-
ferent filters are superimposed. The correlation peaks from each fall
on a detector array such as a Reticon RA 100 X 100 which has a spectral
sensitivity matching the laser diode output. One—fourth of this detec-
tor could be allocated for each filter giving 50 X 50 elements f or each
correlation. For the parameters shown in Figure 8, the width of the
correlation peak can be expected to be approximately 100 pm while the
detector elements are on 60-pm centers. This allows for some improve-
ment in estimating the location of the peak.

~ 
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Figure 7. Brassboard optical correlator.

The light sources are laser diodes such as RCA Type C30l27. Of
the 10—mW output , approximately 107. can be utilized and should give
sufficient light output at the detector array.

The matched fil ter array would be constructed on an optical sys-
tem separate from the correlator . The filters could either be recorded
on a high resolution photographic emulsion , on dielectric materials
such as dichromated gelatin for higher efficiency, or on thermoplastic
photoconductive recording materials. The latter would be most suitable
for operational systems because it is near ly real t ime and the record-
ing is permanent until  erased .

SUNMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Coherent optical correlators are well known to give distinct auto—
correlation and cross-correlation peaks between data having precise
scale, orientation, and contrast match. These peaks are generally
quite narrow and have a low background level because correlations are
performed on the high-frequency content of the input image, such as
edges and other details. Correlation time is independent of the num-
ber of data points on the reference filter and the input image,
although in practice the time required to obtain a correlation is
determined by the data read-in time and the correlation read-out time.

- - ------
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Experiments were performed with an existing optical correlator to
determine typical correlator operating parameters . Special emphasis
was placed on correlation of low resolution images because these would
be typical for terminal guidance situations. Distinct correlations
were obtained with simulated radar images and data on alignment accu-
racy of the optical system were obtained. Additional data have been
compiled in a separate report (5).

An optical correlator suitable for guidance applications was
designed and its correlation time estimated. The reference filter was
assumed to contain 256 X 256 pixels; the input data had 128 X 128
pixels. It was estimated that 50 tnsec is required to complete one
read-in and erase cycle and that during this time, up to five sequen-
tial correlations and up to nine parallel correlations can be performed
and read out. The filter library could store up to 225 different

- reference functions; in addition, scale can be changed by rewriting
input data on the input light modulator.

This proposed optical correlator would have very low power
demands. The power consumption of the optical correlator itself,
including laser diode light sources and photodiode detector arrays,
would be les s than 2 W. Additional power would also be required for
electronic circuitry to handle data input and output and to control
the operation of the correlator .

The optical correlator can be packaged into 1500 cm3 (0.05 ft3)
of space and is expected to weigh less than 5 kg (12 lb). Additional
size and weight reductions could be achieved by miniaturization of
components and the use of holographic optical components in place of
lenses .

A brassboard correlator was designed with presently available
components . This correlator can be made small and lightweight , with a
capability of storing up to 100 reference filters. A variety of tests
could be performed with this correlator to demonstrate the feasibility
of coupact coherent optical correlators.

_ _ _
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